DONATE
You can send money to the camps in various ways, as a check, through paypal, or through our online fundraisers.

Sacred Stone Camp:
Paypal: SACREDSTONECAMP@GMAIL.COM
Fundraiser: GOFUNDME.COM/SACREDSTONECAMP
Mailing Address:
Sacred Stone Camp
P.O. Box 1011
Fort Yates, ND 58538

Sacred Stone Legal Defense
PayPal: FRESHETCOLLECTIVE@GMAIL.COM
Fundraiser: FUNDRAZR.COM/D19FAF
Mailing Address:
Please make checks out to “Freshet Collective”
3941 23rd Ave. S
Minneapolis MN, 55407

SUPPLIES AND LABOR
SACREDSTONECAMP.ORG/SUPPLY-LIST/
What we really need is your labor, to transform money and supplies into something immediately. Make a banner complete with grommets and ropes to tie it down. Come spend a week washing dishes and building winter structures. Contact SACREDSTONECAMP@GMAIL.COM to coordinate your ideas with current needs.

SPREAD INFORMATION
Follow the social media pages listed at the top. Share our literature at events. Host a fundraiser or educational potluck with your friends and neighbors.

Red Warrior Camp
Fundraiser: OWEAKUINTERNATIONAL.ORG
Red Warrior Camp Legal Defense:
GENEROSITY.COM/FUNDRAISING/RED-WARRIOR-CAMP-LEGAL-FUND-NODAPL

Mailing Address:
Red Warrior Camp
#2 Agency Ave
Fort Yates, ND 58538
United States

Honor the Earth: HONOREARTH.ORG/DONATE
Indigenous Environmental Network:
IENEARTH.ORG/CONTACT-US/

EXPRESSION YOURSELF
- Sign the petitions
- Write letters to the editor
- Contact your elected officials
- Divest your money and explain why.
- Organize a rally

But step outside the system too. We have forms of power that corporations and politicians don’t have. Pray. Dream. Create art.

Wherever you are, chances are people are organizing supply drops and solidarity actions, mobilizing to stop other bad projects by extractive industries, and creating alternatives for a better future. Plug in. Meet new people. Find a role you can sustain long term.